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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose to add a model for NLU-related error 
generation in a modular environment for computer-based simu-
lation of man-machine spoken dialogs. This model is jointly 
designed with a user model. Both of them are based on the same 
underlying Bayesian Network used with different parameters in 
such a way that it can generate a consistent user behavior, ac-
cording to a goal and the interaction history, and been used as a 
concept classifier. The proposed simulation environment was 
used to train a reinforcement-learning algorithm on a simple 
form-filling task and the results of this experiment show that the 
addition of the NLU model helps pointing out problematic situa-
tions that may occur because of misunderstandings and modify-
ing the dialog strategy accordingly. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, man-machine spoken dialog simulation for opti-
mal strategy learning is a real field of research which was 
instigated in the mid 90’s. Systems developed so far used 
either a state-transition model [1] or a modular simulation 
environment reproducing the user behavior [2] and some-
times Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) errors [3].
Yet, no real attempt to explicitly model Natural Language 
Understanding (NLU) errors in such a modular environ-
ment exists in the literature. Although state-transition 
models and to some extent the hybrid environment of [4]
implicitly take NLU errors into account, they use very 
task-dependent techniques. We describe here a more com-
plete modular simulation environment including models 
for a consistent goal-directed User Model (UM) and task-
independent ASR and NLU.  

The field of NLU can not be compared to the one of 
ASR in which there exist standard implementations (like 

the GMM/HMM or the hybrid ANN/HMM approaches). 
This allows taking those implementations as a basis for 
ASR simulation. At the opposite, lots of different imple-
mentations of NLU systems for Spoken Dialog Systems 
(SDS) can be found in the literature such as grammar-
based techniques [5], HMM-based approaches [6] and 
more recently, systems based on belief networks [7]. So, it 
is difficult to model NLU thanks to a general implementa-
tion method. Yet modeling NLU errors is a crucial issue 
for task-independent optimal dialog strategy learning. 

The main idea proposed in this paper is to develop a 
generative model for NLU simulation which would be 
similar to the user model. Indeed, if we are able to capture 
the user behavior in such a statistical model, this model 
should be also usable for concept classification after the 
generated sentence was possibly modified by the ASR 
error model. In this purpose, the Bayesian Networks para-
digm seemed to be the most appropriate as it provides 
generative models suitable for classification as well. It 
also allows introducing a priori knowledge about the task 
which is very helpful when designing a SDS. Finally, the 
graphical representation is also very convenient  

2. HUMAN-MACHINE DIALOG MODEL 

Formally speaking, a Human-Machine Dialog (HMD) can 
be regarded as a sequential turn-taking process in which a 
user and a Dialog Management (DM) system interact. 

This interaction takes place through speech and lan-
guage processing sub-systems (Figure 1) of two main 
types: input processing modules (such as ASR and NLU 
sub-systems) and output generation modules (such as 
Natural Language Generation (NLG) and Text-To-Speech 
(TTS) synthesis sub-systems). As, the purpose of a SDS is 
often to provide information to a user, the DM is usually 
connected to an external information source, the Knowl-
edge Base (KB). As shown on Figure 1, in our view, eve-
rything but the DM is part of the environment which has 
to be simulated for strategy learning.  
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Figure 1: Man-machine spoken communication process 

The process being sequential, time will be discretized 
in turns t. At each turn, a set of communicative acts at (or 
action) is generated by the DM according the current dia-
log state st. The signal at is transmitted to the user thanks 
to the output generation sub-systems translating the com-
municative acts into a synthesized spoken utterance syst
either thanks to NLG and TTS modules or to human-
authored prompts or even pre-recorded prompts. Accord-
ing to the communicative acts s/he could extract from syst,
to his/her knowledge kt at time t (possibly updated accord-
ing to syst) and to the goal gt s/he tries to achieve while 
interacting with the system, the human user produces an 
utterance ut. Both the user’s and the system utterances are 
mixed with noise nt. The ASR sub-system subsequently 
processes the user’s utterance to produce a word sequence 
wt, which is in turn processed by the NLU module provid-
ing a set of inferred concepts ct. Both the ASR and the 
NLU sub-systems also generate metrics (respectively 
CLASR and CLNLU) indicating the confidence of those 
modules in their processing. The combination of the met-
rics and the concept set builds the observation ot, which 
can be considered as the result of the processing of the 
DM communicative acts by its environment. It is eventu-
ally used by the DM to update its internal state st+1.

2.1. Attribute-value variable representation 

It is quite unclear how to model each variable present 
in this description (such as ut, syst, gt etc.) for computer-
based HMD simulation. In the field of SDS design, it is 
often argued that intention-based communication is suffi-
cient to internally model dialogs. Variables can then be 
regarded as finite sets of abstract concepts, related to the 
specific task, that have to be manipulated along the inter-
actions by the SDS and the user. For this reason, we opted 
for a variable representation based on Attribute-Value 
(AV) pairs. This representation allows very high-level 
considerations (attributes are regarded as concepts) while 
values (particular values for the concepts) allow to some 
extent to come back to lower levels of communication. 

This variable description is founded on an Attribute-
Value-Matrix (AVM) representation of the task [8].

Each communicative act is then symbolized by a set 
of AV pairs. From now on, we will denote A the set of 
possible attributes (concepts) according to the task, and by 
V the set of all possible values. The system utterances sys

are then modeled as sets of AV pairs in which the attribute 
set will be denoted Sys={sys } A and the set of possible 

values for each attribute sys  will be denoted V  = { }

V. The system utterance attribute set contains a special 
attribute A

iv

S which values define the type of the embedded 
act. Allowed types can be constraining questions, relaxing 
prompts, greeting prompts, assertions, confirmation que-
ries, etc. The user’s utterance u is modeled as a set of AV 
pairs (transmitted to the ASR model) in which attributes 
belong to U = {u } A and the set of possible values for 

u is V  = { } V. The user’s utterance attribute set 

contains a special attribute C
iv

U which value is a Boolean 
indicating whether the user wants to close the dialog or 
not. The ASR process results in an error-prone set of AV 
pairs w which is in turn processed and possibly modified 
by the NLU model. This process provides a new AV pair 
set c, which is part of the observation o. The user’s goal G

= {[g , ]} and the user’s knowledge K = {[kigv , ]}

are also AV pair sets where g

ikv

and k  are attributes and 

where  and are values.igv ikv

3. USER MODEL 

According to the conventions of Figure 1 and omitting the 
t indices, the user behavior is ruled by the following 
joined probability that can be factored and simplified [9]:

OutputUser onModificati Goal UpdateKnowledge

OutputUser onModificati Goal UpdateKnowledge

,,,|  |,,|

,,,,,|  ,,,,|,,,|,,,,,

nsyskguPkgPnssyskP

nsasyskguPnsasyskgPnsasyskPnsasyskguP

These terms emphasize on the relation existing be-
tween the user’s utterance production process and his/her 
goal and knowledge, themselves linked together. The 
knowledge can be modified during the interaction through 
the speech outputs produced by the system. Yet, this 
modification of the knowledge is incremental (it is an up-
date) and takes into account the last system utterance 
(which might be misunderstood, and especially in pres-
ence of noise) and the previous user’s knowledge state. 
This can be written as follow with k- standing for kt-1:

 |,,|

 ,,|,,,|,,|

k

k

skPnsyskkP

nssyskPnssyskkPnssyskP

From these two expressions, and using the conven-
tions of paragraph 2.1 the user model can be realized 
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thanks to the following Dynamic Bayesian Network 
(DBN):
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Figure 2: DBN-based user model 

To use this DBN as a generative model for user mod-
eling, one should introduce the t-uple {AS, Sys, K, K-, G}
in the inference engine which will produce a probability 
distribution over the configuration space of the t-uple 
{UC, U, V}. To generate a wider range of different behav-
iors, the actual t-uple {UC, U, V} transmitted to subse-
quent modules is drawn from the distribution returned by 
the inference and not the one with the highest probability.  

4. NLU MODEL 

In this paper, the assumption that ASR errors only affect 
values of the AV pairs is made. It is assumed that only 
words occurring in a same context can be substituted with 
each other during speech recognition because of the use of 
a language model. Readers should refer to [3],[9],[10] for 
further details about the functioning of the ASR model. 
So, errors resulting in a complete mismatch between at-
tributes and values or in an affectation of a correctly rec-
ognized value to an incorrect attribute will be considered 
as NLU errors and should be detected by this sub-system.  

To build the evidence that allows using the DBN of 
Figure 2 as a concept classifier, we can only add to the 
word sequence wt providing {V}, the information known 
by the DM which might configure the NLU system. Ob-
viously, the DM is able to know the content of the gener-
ated sentence syst {AS, Sys}. The system is not supposed 
to know the user’s goal or knowledge. Yet, the user’s 
knowledge is often modeled so as to contain information 
about the history of the interaction (we show an example 
in section 5). The internal state s of the system is often 
built so as to contain such information as well. So we also 
included this as a part of the evidence introduced in the 
inference engine which is therefore: {AS, Sys, K~s, V}.
The processing of this evidence provides a probability 
distribution over the configuration space of {U} and con-
sequently operates like a concept classifier by providing a 
mapping between values and attributes. Here, the attrib-

utes providing the highest probability are kept. It is impor-
tant to keep in mind that the history introduced in the evi-
dence is the history kept by the system through its state 
update, which is not always the same as the one included 
in the user’s knowledge. This is the major distinction be-
tween the use of the DBN as a user model or as a NLU 
model. This might be a source of NLU error modeling.  

This method can also provide a kind of NLU confi-
dence level. In the case a single value has to be associated 
to a concept, the confidence level is simply the highest 
probability retrieved by the inference process. When there 
are several values, an individual confidence level can be 
affected to each retrieved AV pair or a global confidence 
level for the utterance can be affected by multiplying all 
individual probabilities. Of course, this provides confi-
dence levels on the attributes while the ASR model pro-
vides confidence levels on the values.  

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This model was developed in the aim of being used in an 
optimal dialog strategy learning process. We therefore 
show here a use case of dialog simulation for Reinforce-
ment-Learning (RL) agent training as proposed in [2] on a 
simple form-filling dialog task. To do so, a reward func-
tion (or reinforcement signal) rt has to be defined. This 
reward provides information about the quality of each DM 
decision of performing an action a when in state s at time 
t. It is generally considered that the contribution of each 
action to the user’s satisfaction is the most suitable reward 
function [1]. According to [8], the major contributors to 
user’s satisfaction are the dialog time duration (which can 
be approximated by the number of dialog turns N), the 
ASR performances (which we will approximate by a con-
fidence level CL as in [3]) and the task completion (TC).
For this reason, we chose a reward function of the form:  

NwCLwTCwr NCLTCt

where wx are positive tunable weights. A Watkin’s Q( )
RL algorithm has been used with a softmax action selec-
tion strategy. 

The task is a simplified version of a train ticket book-
ing system that aims at delivering train tickets correspond-
ing to a particular travel. Users are invited to provide in-
formation about the departure city (over 50 possible op-
tions) and time (over 24 possible options) as well as the 
destination city and time. The desired class (2 options) is 
also requested. Table 1 shows the task structure, the user’s 
goal structure (AV pairs) and the knowledge structure 
which will be simply a set of counters associated to each 
goal AV pair and incremented each time the user answers 
to a question related to a given attribute during the dialog. 
The task completion is therefore measured as a ratio be-
tween the common values in the goal and the values re-
trieved by the system after the dialog session. The simula-
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tion environment includes the DBN user model, an ASR 
model like in [3] and the NLU model.  

Task User Goal (G) Knowledge (K)

Attributes (A) #V Att. Value Count init

dep 50 gdep Glasgow kdep 0
dest 50 gdest Edinburgh kdest 0
t_dep 24 gt_dep 8 kt_dep 0
t_dest 24 gt_dest 12 kt_dest 0
class 2 gclass 1 kclass 0

Table 1: AVM Task description, User Goal and Knowledge 
representation as AV pairs 

Two configurations will be used in which the NLU 
model is either disabled (SimASR) or enabled (SimT). The 
used confidence level CL is either CLASR or CLT = (CLASR · 
CLNLU). The RL paradigm requires the definition of a state 
space. It will be defined by a set of state variables which 
are 5 Booleans (one for each attribute in the task) set to 1 
when the corresponding value is known, 5 status Booleans 
set to 1 if the corresponding value is confirmed and 5 bi-
nary values indicating whether the CL associated to the 
corresponding value is high or low. Every combination is 
not possible and the state space size is therefore of 52 
states. The state space relying on CLASR is denoted by SASR

in the following and the state space relying on CLT is ST.
The DM will be allowed 5 action types: greeting, open 
question (about more than 1 attribute), closed question 
(about only 1 attribute), explicit confirmation, closing.  

Performance 

Setting N TC

SimASR, SASR 5.39 0.81 
SimT, SASR 7.03 0.74 
SimT, ST 5.82 0.79 

Strategy 

Setting greet constQ openQ expC close

SimASR, SASR 1.0 0.85 1.23 1.31 1.0 
SimT, SASR 1.0 1.25 1.18 2.60 1.0 
SimT, ST 1.0 1.15 1.29 1.38 1.0 

Table 2 : Learned strategy in terms of average number of turns 
for a dialog (N), task completion (TC) and relative frequency of 

each action type.   

The results of the learning process on 105 dialogs 
shown in Table 2 can be interpreted as follow. When no 
NLU simulation is done (SimASR), the CLASR introduced in 
the state space and rewards (SASR) is sufficient to learn a 
strategy that can handle ASR errors. Yet, when NLU er-
rors are introduced in the simulation (SimT) as it would be 
in a real dialog system, the CLASR is not sufficient any-
more and the system learns to ask for more confirmations 
since it has no clue about the quality of its understanding 
of the user’s utterance. But when substituting CLT to 
CLASR in the state space and reward function (ST), the per-
formances are getting better and almost reach the level of 
the first experiment. That means that the RL agent learned 
to ask questions that provide better CLT. Having a closer 

look to the evolution of the average number of open ques-
tions, one can see that it increases between the second and 
the last experiment. Actually, the system learned to ask 
open questions about several attributes but excluding open 
questions where the same value can be associated to dif-
ferent attributes. For example, it never asks for departure 
and destination cities in the same question but it may ask 
for a departure city and a departure time for example. This 
provides better CLT values. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 

In this paper we presented a modular task-independent 
environment for dialog simulation including a user model 
and a NLU simulation module based on Dynamic Bayes-
ian Networks. Some basic experiments of optimal strategy 
learning using this simulation environment allowed con-
cluding that adding the NLU model could help pointing 
out potentially problematic dialog scenarios.  
This framework offers other interesting possibilities. For 
instance, grounding sub-dialogs could be added to the set 
of the possible actions. The need for grounding actions 
could be detected through inconsistency between the cur-
rent system state and an inferred estimate of the user’s 
knowledge about the history of the ongoing dialog.  
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